Located in Madrid

Data Engineer
(m/f/div)

Your responsibilities

Your qualifications

Be part of the team responsible for the crosscompany "Data Supply Chain" in the Otto Group to
ensure the data supply of novel, data-driven
business models.
We want to significantly increase the usability and
impact of our data platform for real-time and batch
processing within the group - with your expertise!
Together with your colleagues, you will be
responsible for the design and implementation of
our new, high-performance and robust BI platform
in the Google Cloud for big, fast & smart data. 100%
Cloud only.
In addition to processing and preparing the data
along its entire lifecycle in our data pipelines of data
stream processing, you will also create tools &
frameworks for the efficient use of the new BI
platform.
With a strong customer focus, we create the basis
for all BI applications, a uniform understanding of
data, transparency along the data processing and
meet all legal and regulatory requirements. True
Self-Service BI.

Large amounts of data, their high-performance
processing and technical innovations are your
passion.
You have excellent conceptual skills, a quick mind
and enjoy working in a team.
You are eager for knowledge and do not only
want to develop software, but also to penetrate
technical requirements and transform data into
knowledge to inspire customers.
Very good developer skills in Java and SQL as well
as possibly first experiences with Scala or Python
Confident handling of relational databases (e.g.
BigQuery) and concepts of data warehousing and
data modelling as well as initial knowledge of realtime technologies.
Experience in the development of scalable cloud
solutions based on AWS or Google (e.g.
Terraform, Google Dataflow, etc.).
Methodical approach: a clean object-oriented or
functional design, tests and monitorability
characterize your software. Clean build and
deploy processes are important to you.

We offer you these and other benefits

Agile
working methods

Training &
development

Flexible
working hours

Long-term
employment

Centrally located
office

IT with passion.
(OSP) Otto Group Solution Provider is an IT specialist for retail and logistics. Set up in 1991 as the
software partner for the Otto Group, more than 250 employees are now responsible for stable, flexible,
and innovative software solutions for manufacturers and retailers.
The Otto Group is a globally active group of retailers and retail-related service providers with
around 51,800 employees and sales of 13.7 billion euros. Through 123 major companies,
it has a presence in more than 30 countries in Europe, North and South America as
well as Asia. With onlinesales of 7.9 billion euros, the Otto Group is one of the
world’s largest online retailers.
If you have any questions, please contact:
Otto Group Solution Provider (OSP) S.L.| Mariel Mantecas
Calle del Conde de Peñalver, 45, 5° Dcha.| 28006 Madrid
Mariel.Mantecas@ottogroup.com
osp.de/en/career-osp/

